
Access 

 

By car 

 
Turn off the Sangenjaya IC highway and take the right turn onto Setagaya road at the Setagaya road 
and National Road number 246 intersection. Go straight, cross over the loop road number 7 and at 

the first traffic light, you will see a Idemitsu (出光)gasoline stand and a discount alcohol shop on the 
corner. Take a left at this corner (traffic light). Then take a left at the first corner after the next set of 

lights on Kamiuma 5 Chome (上馬５丁目) and you will see a 'parking prohibited' mark (駐車禁止) 
on the left hand side.  Take the alleyway to the right-hand side of this mark and we are the building 
on the left at the top of the small hill.  

 

※Please note there is only parking space for one vehicle on the premises of this detached building. 

 

By train 

 
12 minute walk from Komazawa Daigaku station on the Denentoshi line. 

Turn right out of the west exit and then turn right at the traffic lights in front of the station. Head 

north along the freeway, go past the 3rd set of traffic lights at Kamiuma 4 chome (上馬四丁目) and 

then at the 3rd corner turn left, just before the traffic lights on Kamiuma 5 chome (上馬五丁目).You 

will then see a 'parking prohibited' mark (駐車禁止) on the left hand side.   Take the alleyway to the 
right-hand side of this mark and we are the building on the left at the top of the small hill.  
 
10 minute walk from Shoin-Jinja Mae station (Tokyu Setagaya Line). 

From the 'bound for Sangenjaya' platform you will see the main shopping street to your left. Alight 
from the platform and head south, cross over at the station's traffic lights and continue straight 

along the shopping street. Cross at the next set of traffic lights (Tsurumaki 1 Chome: 弦巻一丁目) 

and turn left, (Komadome dori: 駒留通り) then take a right at the next traffic lights on Kamiuma 5 

Chome (上馬五丁目, freeway). Then turn right at the first corner and you will see a 'parking 

prohibited' mark (駐車禁止) on the left hand side.   Take the alleyway to the right-hand side of this 
mark and we are the building on the left at the top of the small hill.  

 
 

By bus 

Tokyu bus Shibu no.5 line: Tsurumaki Business Office - Shibuya Station 
4 minute walk from Mukaibashi Bus Stop 



 

Alight at the bus stop, at the traffic lights on Kamiuma 4 Chome (上馬四丁目)head north along the 

road (freeway) between the  post office (on the corner) and  the coin parking (next to the 大菊 soba 

restaurant). At the 3rd corner turn left, just before the traffic lights on Kamiuma 5 chome (上馬五丁

目). You will then see a 'parking prohibited' mark (駐車禁止) on the left hand side.   Take the 
alleyway to the right-hand side of this mark and we are the building on the left at the top of the 
small hill.  
 
 
Tokyu bus: 4 minute walk from Wakabayashi 3 chome bus stop 

Alight at the bus stop and you will very soon see a discount alcohol shop, 'kakuyasu',on the 
corner.  Head south along the road in between the alcohol shop and the gasoline stand. When you 

reach the traffic lights at Kamiuma 5 Chome (上馬五丁目), take the first left turn and you will see a 

'parking prohibited' mark (駐車禁止) on the left hand side.   Take the alleyway to the right-hand side 
of this mark and we are the building on the left at the top of the small hill.  
  

 

Address: B1 5-8-6 Kamiuma Setagaya-ku Tokyo (東京都世田谷区上馬 5-8-6-B1) 

Phone number：03-3418-6612 

Free dial：0120-5564-86（Kokoroyoharoo ココロヨハロー） 
 

※Please note that access to the music studio from the entrance of the building involves descending 
stairs. Therefore, for wheelchair uses attending the music studio, please inform us beforehand and 
we will come meet you directly at the half below ground level entrance. For non-disabled clients, 
please ring the bell at the first floor entrance. 

 (1 hour 40mins) 
 


